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+ Network-plug-in-card for PCMCIA-slot of TP-II

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Global data communication (MPI) also with network-PLC

Running global-data-communication between MPI-PLCs (S7-300/400), is one of these
PLCs replaced with a newer PLC with network-interface (S7-1200/1500), this PLC was
not able to access this data.
 Simply configure the global-data of the “old” PLC via the web-server in the
S7-LAN-module. Enter the new PLC as a TCPIP-connection-partner and the module
writes/reads the data via PUT/GET from this network-PLC and passes it on as before.

Secure access through VPN

Secure connection via network or internet or via modem-line with VPN? 
 The TeleRouter fulfills all of these requirements. It contains an engine for VPN,
regardless of whether a server or a client is required. Configuration of the VPN-engine
and the device in general via the integrated web-server.
 A corresponding VPN-client for Windows can be downloaded free of charge as an
installation-script from the download-page.



Longer distances for L1-Bus

You need for your L1-Bus higher distance like the possible 1200m? You have strong
distrubance on your L1-Bus? You need a serial line for higher distances and this galvanic
decoupled? No problem, all this points are solved through the LWL-adapter. They are
available for artificial and optical fibre, for L1-Bus and RS232.

WIFI not allowed, what now?

You may not use WIFI in your environment?
Connect the USB-ETHERNET-adapter to the ProfiNet-WATCHDOG's USB-port and
create another Ethernet-socket.
Connect your PC directly with LAN-cable to the ProfiNet WATCHDOG.



Send Email with LOGO!

Send of all kinds of eMail-messages controlled by the LOGO!-Control

Remote maintenance of your S5-PLC via LAN / Internet

You have access to a on-site network and your PLC has no LAN-connection? No
problem, plug the S5-LAN on the PLC and you will have immediate access to the PLC
from afar.


